
 

 

 

UNIVERSITY SENATE 

REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

 

Date: October 7, 2020 

Time:  4:00 p.m. 

Place:  ZOOM   

 

1. Roll Call  

a. Present: Ammon, Barney, Cerny, Chesnut, Druecker, Galvin, Gapp, Hackemer, Hansen, 

Jordan, Kammer, Keifer, Kelley, Kleinhesselink, Larson, Lio, Lombardi, Loof, Lubbers, 

McElhinney, McFadden, Nissen, Nordyke, Roh, Semmler, Soluk, South-Winter, Summers, 

Tao, Turner, Viquez, Williams, Zimney 

b. Present via Proxy:  Robertson (Lampert) 

c. Absent: Jiel, Luken 

 

[…] 

 

d. Dr. Clayton Lehmann – proposal regarding the university police carrying firearms 

i. Dr. Lehmann read his printed proposal that was distributed to the senate (see his 

printed proposal) 

1. Lehmann: People of color on campus are intimidated by UPD carrying 

firearms. 

a. Turner: Which groups have indicated this is an issue? 

b. Lehmann: No groups, just individuals have told me so. 

ii. Anthony Franken, USD legal council: UPD are deputized by Vermillion PD, as 

required by state law.  Without deputization, UPD would have no authority to issue 

citations or make arrests.  Active shooters on campus is a concern, and proponents 

to concealed campus carry state that active shooter situations show that concealed 

carry is needed, but opponents to concealed carry demonstrate that armed police 

are here to protect the campus. Training and qualifying with firearms are a 

requirement for UPD officers.  

iii. McElhinney: Is there a push to diversify the UPD? 

iv. Jef Rice: That depends on how you define diversity.  Over 50% of my department 

is diverse [Defined as female or POC or both].  Our ability to recruit any officers 

has been damaged by world/social media events.  

v. Could you speak to the training that your officers receive? 

1. We average 140 hours of training per office per year.  

vi. Soluk: What are USD’s rates of violence on campus? 

1. Rice: Very minimal.  Firearms have only been used during training and 

qualifications, never in any other way (by perpetrator nor UPD). 

vii. Rice: UPD answers backup calls by Vermillion PD quite often.  

viii. ALICE training is quite important 

ix. Proposal to invite the UPD speak to the senate during “for the good of the 

university” to inform us more about UPD operations and trainings (South-Winter), 

seconded (Barney) 

1. Motion passed with one (1) abstain (Summers). 

x. Motion to consider Clayton’s proposal to disarm UPD (Nordyke), seconded 

(Williams) 



xi. Motion to Table this issue due a lack of time to have a discussion on the subject 

(Lombardi), seconded (Chesnut) 

1. Motion passed 

 

[….] 

 


